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Preparation: Make sure the inline diluter is not connected to any instruments.
Also note that after changing the split, recalibration of the inline diluter system with a Frog is necessary.
Step 1: Twist Luer Couple Line off of the non-scrubber side of the inline diluter. If it is easier you may choose to
completely remove Luer Couple Line from the inline diluter.

Figure 1: Removing Luer Couple Line from
the non-scrubber side of the inline diluter

Figure 2: Luer Couple Line removed from
non-scrubber side of Inline Diluter

Step 2: Using a Phillips screwdriver, remove screw that secures bottom of Inline Diluter to top of Inline Diluter
Remove this screw

Figure 3: Removing screw from inline diluter

Figure 4: Screw removed from inline diluter

Step 3: Loosen red nut and slide back until it is resting against the black nut.

Figure 5: Loosening red nut

Figure 6: Red nut loosened and resting against black nut

Step 4: Slide bottom of inline diluter away from the top section of the inline diluter

Figure 7: Sliding top and bottom sections of inline diluter apart

Figure 8: Top and bottom sections of inline diluter disconnected

Step 5: Remove red nut and slide off (along with ferrules) of inline diluter split.

Figure 9: Sliding red nut and ferrules off of inline diluter
split

Figure 10: Red nut and ferrules removed from inline
diluter split

Step 6: Loosen black nut and then remove split from inline diluter. To remove split, gently pull on silver tube
and the whole split assembly will slide off of the inline diluter.

Figure 11: Loosening black nut

Figure 12: Black nut and split assembly removed
from inline diluter

Step 7: Slide split (and ferrules) out of black nut assembly.

Figure 13: Sliding split out of black nut assembly

Figure 14: Split removed from black nut assembly

Step 8: Locate and install new split. Keep in mind that as split size decreases the inline diluter is capable of
greater dilution. Note ferrule installation (Figure 15) and slide new split into black nut assembly.

Figure 15: New split with correct ferrule assembly

Figure 17: New split installed in black nut assembly

Figure 16: Installing split into black nut assembly

Step 9: Install split and black nut assembly on bottom of inline diluter. Make sure split tubing matches up with
the orifice on the inline diluter. Once lined up, tighten black nut to secure split.

Figure 18: Split and black nut assembly installation on
bottom section of inline diluter

Figure 19: Tightening black nut to secure split.

Step 10: Thread red nut and ferrules onto split. Note ferrule order and assembly (Figure 20). Once red nut and
ferrules are threaded onto the split line up and then slide top and bottom parts of inline diluter together.

Figure 20: Threading red nut and ferrules onto split

Figure 22: Top and bottom sections of inline diluter
back together

Figure 21: Sliding top and bottom sections of inline diluter
together

Step 11: Finish installation of the new split. Tighten red nut (Figure 23). Replace and tighten screw that secures
top and bottom sections of the inline diluter (Figure 24). Connect Luer Couple Line to non-scrubber side of inline
diluter, make sure that both sides are snug (in case loosening occurred during split installation). If you disconnected both sides of the Luer Couple Line in step 1 now is the time to reconnect both sides.

Figure 23: Tightening red nut.

Figure 24: Screw replaced and tightened.

Figure 25: Luer Couple Line connected to both sides of
inline diluter

Congratulations! You have now successfully installed a new split in the inline diluter. Be sure to calibrate your
inline diluter with a Frog prior to performing any sampling.

